Abstract Each year, 430,000 people are diagnosed with bladder cancer. Due to the high recurrence rate of the disease, primary prevention is paramount. Therefore, we reviewed all meta-analyses on modifiable risk factors of primary bladder cancer. PubMed, Embase and Cochrane database were systematically searched for meta-analyses on modifiable risk factors published between 1995 and 2015. When appropriate, meta-analyses (MA) were combined in meta-meta-analysis (MMA). If not, the most comprehensive MA was selected based on the number of primary studies included. Probability of causation was calculated for individual factors and a subset of lifestyle factors combined. Of 1496 articles identified, 5 were combined in MMA and 21 were most comprehensive on a single risk factor. Statistically significant associations were found for current (RR 3.14) or former (RR 1.83) cigarette smoking, pipe (RR 1.9) or cigar (RR 2.3) smoking, antioxidant supplementation (RR 1.52), obesity (RR 1.10), higher physical activity levels (RR 0.86), higher body levels of selenium (RR 0.61) and vitamin D (RR 0.75), and higher intakes of: processed meat (RR 1.22), vitamin A (RR 0.82), vitamin E (RR 0.82), folate (RR 0.84), fruit (RR 0.77), vegetables (RR 0.83), citrus fruit (RR 0.85), and cruciferous vegetables (RR 0.84). Finally, three occupations with the highest risk were tobacco workers (RR 1.72), dye workers (RR 1.58), and chimney sweeps (RR 1.53). The probability of causation for individual factors ranged from 4 to 68 %. The combined probability of causation was 81.8 %. Modification of lifestyle and occupational exposures can considerably reduce the bladder cancer burden. While smoking remains one of the key risk factors, also several diet-related and occupational factors are very relevant.
Introduction
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) estimated that worldwide 430,000 people were diagnosed with bladder cancer in 2012, with an age-standardised rate (ASR) of 5.3 per 100,000 people. Incidence of bladder cancer is particularly high in males with 77 % of the cases, ranking it the 7th highest on incidence and 9th highest on mortality. For females it is the 19th highest on incidence and 17th highest on mortality. The incidence of bladder cancer is almost 3 times higher in more developed countries compared to less developed countries (ASR of 9.5 and 3.3 per 100,000 respectively) [1] .
Several genetic polymorphisms have been proposed to be associated with the development of bladder cancer.
However, genetic effects can explain 'only' 7 % of the bladder cancer incidence in western populations [2] , and therefore, risk factors related to lifestyle, environmental, and occupational exposures could potentially play an important role in the development of this disease. Over the years, multiple external risk factors have been proposed. Well-established risk factors are tobacco consumption, occupational exposure, such as to aromatic amines and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), and infection with Schistosoma hematobium [3] . Whereas smoking is the most important risk factor in developed countries, S. hematobium infection accounts for the largest burden in African countries [4, 5] . Additional suggested risk factors are, amongst others, alcohol consumption, coffee intake, low fruit, and vegetable consumption, low selenium and vitamin E intake, pollution of drinking water, and several medical treatments [3, 6] .
Exposure to some of the key risk factors of bladder cancer has been successfully reduced in the population. For example, the reduction in exposure to aromatic amines seemed to be directly related to a reduction in bladder cancer incidence [7] . Men are generally more exposed to occupational risk factors of bladder cancer and it is estimated that 7.1 % of the bladder cancer cases in men can be attributed to occupational factors [8] . Also, the prevalence rates of smoking have been declining significantly over the past decades, although the absolute number of smokers has been increasing due to the growing world population [9] . Because men smoke more than women, the percentage of cases attributable to smoking is higher in males than in females: 42.8 % (males) versus 25.7 % (females) in Europe, and 34.3 % (males) versus 30.1 % (females) in the United States [10] . This higher prevalence of smoking among men also explains part of the discrepancy in incidence between men and women [11] . Despite the reduction in exposure to some risk factors, significant exposure, and thus disease, remains. This means that the burden on the health care system will remain substantial especially when considering that at least 50 % of bladder cancers recur [12] and long-term monitoring of patients is required, resulting in the highest per patient lifetime costs amongst all cancers [13] . For example, in the US, the annual cost of care of bladder cancer was estimated to be $US4 billion. Therefore, primary prevention is paramount, particularly because many of the risk factors are modifiable and therefore preventable.
Prioritising control measures should be evidence-based. To this end, an accessible and comprehensive overview is needed of the modifiable risk factors in the development of bladder cancer, including estimates of public health impact. To our knowledge, no quantitative overview has been published addressing all modifiable risk factors of bladder cancer. Therefore, our aim was to give an overview of the current state of knowledge, at the highest level of evidence, with regard to modifiable lifestyle, environmental, and occupational risk factors for development of bladder cancer by performing a systematic review of meta-analyses (MAs), in combination with a series of meta-meta-analyses (MMAs).
Methods
This systematic review was registered with PROSPERO (identification number CRD42015023411) [14] . Where relevant, the publication is written in accordance to the PRISMA guidelines [15] .
Search strategy
A systematic literature search was performed up to September 2015 in PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane database to identify published articles of MAs and pooled analyses describing the association between lifestyle, environmental, and occupational risk factors and the development of bladder cancer. In addition, PROSPERO was searched and authors of registered but not published reviews were contacted. Finally forward and backward referencing of relevant publications was checked for additional publications.
The database was searched using the following search terms: ''urinary bladder neoplasms' ' 
Selection criteria for publications
A first screening was done based on the title and abstract. Articles were considered for inclusion if they were MAs or pooled analyses describing the association between modifiable risk factors and development of bladder cancer, written in English. Inclusion was limited to articles published from 1995, as during the 1990s systematic reviews and meta-analyses started to replace narrative reviews, and methods and terminology were well established by that time [16] . When the references could not be rejected with certainty, the full texts were obtained and a second screening was done. One article may report multiple MAs on different exposures.
The exposure of interest was any modifiable risk factor. 'Modifiable' was defined as a risk factor that is in any way reasonably modifiable, meaning that genetic and medical conditions were excluded as these are generally not modifiable. The outcome of interest was defined as incidence of bladder cancer as a binary outcome. Studies that included estimates based on prevalence or mortality were used as a proxy for incidence when estimates on incidence only were not available. Studies presenting results on genitourinary cancers without giving estimates for bladder cancer alone and studies reporting on urothelial cancer alone were excluded. Additionally, pooled risk estimates had to be presented with the accompanying 95 % confidence interval, accepted as odds ratio (OR), risk ratio (RR), hazard ratio (HR), standardised incidence ratio (SIR), or effect size (ES) if the latter consisted of a combination of the previously mentioned ratios. For the purpose of this paper, these estimates are all referred to as relative risks (RR).
Data extraction
Data was extracted by AA and all entries were doublechecked completely for errors by KS. Any disagreement was discussed between the review authors until consensus was reached. When needed, authors of publications were contacted for additional information.
For each article, the following data was extracted when available: first author, year of publication, journal, risk factor(s) studied, number of events, types of studies included, number of studies included, type of risk estimate (OR, RR, SIR), outcome variable (incidence, prevalence, mortality, or combination), and per MA (statistical procedure): the exposures that were compared, the risk estimate and the 95 % confidence interval, a measure of heterogeneity, the number of primary studies included, and a measure of publication bias.
Selection criteria for estimates
The estimates to be included had to be based on a minimum of two primary studies. They were selected based on the following list of decisions, and in this order: (1) bladder cancer only over urothelial cancers, (2) overall estimates over sub-group estimates, (3) more adjusted estimates over less adjusted estimates, (4) smoking adjusted over other adjustments, (5) incidence over prevalence or mortality, (6) random effects model over fixed effects model, and (7) pooling of cohort studies over pooling of case-control or cross-sectional studies.
Synthesis of results
If only one article was available on a specific risk factor, these estimates were included directly. If multiple articles were available, we selected the most comprehensive MA. This could occur in one of two ways. (1) The preferred method was to combine two MAs in a MMA to obtain an overall estimate based on the largest number of studies.
However, we considered this only appropriate if the level of overlap between the primary studies included in each publication was no more than 50 %, measured as the percentage of studies of the smaller publication that overlapped with those of the larger publication. In addition, the exposure categories had to be comparable enough to be combined. (2) If, by following this rule, it was not possible to combine publications, the most comprehensive publication was included, based on the largest number of included primary studies. Basing this on the largest number of studies, rather than the largest sample size, was done because it was often not possible to determine the publication with the largest sample size due to insufficient data in the publication.
MMA was performed using a random-effects model. Heterogeneity was assessed between the included MAs using the I 2 statistic [17] . All statistical analyses were carried out in STATA V13.0 software and p values of 0.05 or below, or a confidence level of 95 %, were considered statistically significant.
In order to provide a measure of public health impact, a probability of causation [18] (POC) was calculated for those risk estimates that were found to be significantly associated with the risk of bladder cancer. In addition, a combined POC [18] was calculated for the lifestyle factors that one can be exposed to at one time. Careful attention was paid to avoid overlapping exposures, such as vitamin C intake, and fruit and vegetable consumption. In that case the most all-inclusive factor was included. No such combined estimate was calculated for all occupational factors combined, as one will unlikely be exposed to multiple occupations at one time.
POC can be interpreted as the percentage of exposed cases that are attributable to the exposure (e.g. the number of cases among smokers that are attributable to smoking). In case of a protective factor this should be read as the proportion of non-exposed cases that are attributable to the fact that they are non-exposed (e.g. the number of cases among people with low fruit and vegetable intake that are attributable to the low fruit and vegetable intake).
Role of the funding source
The funding body was not involved in the study design; in the collection, analysis, or interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; or in the decision to submit the paper for publication. Figure 1 shows the literature search and selection process. A total of 1,496 articles were identified, from which 126 articles were selected based on the title and abstract for 
Results

Lifestyle factors
Four general topics emerged from the literature search with regard to lifestyle: dietary factors, consumption of tobacco, alcohol consumption, and physical activity.
Dietary factors
Fruit and vegetable The MA by Yao et al. [19] was selected as the most comprehensive publication for overall fruit and vegetable intake and reported significant Vegetables only By pooling results from Yao et al. [19] and Steinmaus et al. [21] in a MMA, the most comprehensive estimate could be obtained for overall vegetable consumption (n = 31 unique and n = 3 duplicate primary studies). The MA by Yao et al. [19] was selected as the most comprehensive publication for cruciferous vegetables. Consumption of overall vegetables (RR 0.83; 95 % CI 0.75-0.92; I 2 = 0.0 %; n = 21 ? 8) and cruciferous vegetables specifically (RR 0.84; 95 % CI 0.77-0.91; n = 11), resulted in a reduced risk of bladder cancer.
Total fluid
Bai et al. [22] was the most comprehensive estimate and found no statistically significant association between total fluid intake and bladder cancer (RR 1.12; 95 % CI 0.94-1.33; I 2 = 82.8 %; n = 14).
Tea
The MA by Qin et al. [23] was selected as most comprehensive and they found a significant protective effect for black tea consumption (RR 0.79; 95 % CI 0.59-0.99; I 2 = 33.1 %; n = 7) but not for overall and green tea consumption. 
Coffee
Six MAs [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] reported on the association between coffee consumption and bladder cancer risk, of which Villanueva et al. [27] , Yu et al. [26] , and Wu et al. [29] could be combined into a single estimate to provide the most comprehensive estimate (n = 38 unique and n = 3 duplicate primary studies). No statistically significant association was observed, with substantial heterogeneity (RR 1.12; 95 % CI 0.80-1.44; I 2 = 94.2 %; n = 18 ? 9 ? 6).
Sweetened carbonated beverages
Only one MA by Boyle et al. [30] was identified, reporting on the association between sweetened carbonated beverage consumption and risk of bladder cancer. No statistically significant association was found (RR 1.13; 95 % CI 0.89-1.45; n = 5).
Milk and dairy products
As reported by Mao et al. [31] , which was selected as most comprehensive, overall milk, skim milk, and fermented milk were associated with a significantly reduced incidence of bladder cancer (milk: RR 0.84; 95 % CI 0.72-0.97; I 2 = 70.1 %; n = 16; skim milk: RR 0.47; 95 % CI 0.18-0.79; I 2 = 0; n = 2; fermented milk: RR 0.69; 95 % CI 0.47-0.91; I 2 = 62.5; n = 5). In contrast, consumption of whole milk was associated with a significantly increased risk of bladder cancer (RR 2.23; 95 % CI 1.45-3.00; I 2 = 0; n = 2).
Fish
The MA by Li et al. [32] was the only MA that studied the association between fish consumption and bladder cancer and reported no statistically significant association (RR 0.86; 95 % CI 0.61-1.12). 
Meat
The MA by Li et al. [33] was selected as most comprehensive and they found an increased risk of bladder cancer associated with processed meat (RR 1.22; 95 % CI 1.04-1.43; n = 11) but not with red meat (RR 1.15; 95 % CI 0.97-1.36; n = 14).
Alcohol
The MA by Pelucchi et al. [34] was considered most comprehensive and they found no statistically significant association for heavy drinkers (C 3 drinks (C 37.5 g)/day; RR 0.97; 95 % CI 0.72-1.31; n = 7) or moderate drinkers (\3 drinks/day; RR 0.98; 95 % CI 0.89-1.07; n = 15).
Egg
The MA by Li et al. [35] was the only MA identified in which no significant association was detected for overall egg consumption (RR 1.11; 95 % CI 0.73-1.69; n = 6). However, when looking at cooking methods, an increased risk of bladder cancer was found for fried egg (RR 2.04; 95 % CI 1.41-2.95; n = 2) but not for boiled egg (RR 1.25; 95 % CI 0.82-1.91; n = 2).
Vitamin A: body levels, intake, and supplementation
The MA by Tang et al. [36] was selected as most comprehensive MA for both overall intake and body levels of vitamin A, and vitamin A supplementation. They found a significantly lower risk of bladder cancer among individuals with higher dietary intake or higher blood levels of vitamin A (RR 0.82; 95 % CI 0.65-0.95; I 2 = 46.3 %; n = 11). When looking only at intake of vitamin A, the association was significantly protective for vitamin A supplementation, consisting of beta-carotene, and/or retinol supplementation (highest vs. lowest: RR 0.64; 95 % CI 0.47-0.82; I 2 = 0 %) but not for dietary intake (highest vs. lowest: RR 0.90; 95 % CI 0.80-1.01; I 2 = 0 %). Jeon et al. [37] investigated the effect of only betacarotene supplementation (so not retinol), compared to no supplementation, and found an increased risk of bladder cancer (RR 1.52; 95 % CI 1.03-2.24; I 2 = 0.0 %; n = 2).
Vitamin C
The MA by Wang et al. [38] was the only MA studying the association between vitamin C intake and bladder cancer. Combining vitamin C intake from diet and supplementation, they found a marginally significantly decreased risk of bladder cancer (RR 0.90; 95 % CI 0.79-1.00; I 2 = 43.7 %; n = 20).
Vitamin D
The MA by Liao et al. [39] investigated only the role of vitamin D serum level. They found that the risk of bladder cancer was decreased among individuals with the highest levels of serum vitamin D (RR 0.75; 95 % CI 0.65-0.87; n = 5). The MA by Chen et al. [40] reported on the role of vitamin D intake from diet and supplements. Combining vitamin D intake from diet and supplementation, they found no significantly altered risk of bladder cancer (RR 0.92; 95 % CI 0.66-1.28; n = 3).
Vitamin E
The MA by Wang et al. [38] was selected as the most comprehensive MA and reported significantly reduced risk of bladder cancer for vitamin E intake (RR 0.82; 95 % CI 0.74-0.90; I 2 = 0 %; n = 15).
Folate
The association between folate intake and risk of bladder cancer was studied only in a MA by He et al. [41] . They found a significantly reduced risk of bladder cancer (RR 0.84; 95 % CI 0.72-0.96; I 2 = 28.9 %; n = 13). The association remained significantly reduced when pooling studies on dietary folate only (RR 0.82; 95 % CI 0.65-0.99; I 2 = 57.9 %; n = 9), but not on supplemental folate only (RR 0.91; 95 % CI 0.58-1.25; I 2 = 62.6 %; n = 3).
Selenium: body levels and supplementation
Two MAs [42, 43] were identified studying the association between selenium levels in the body, measured in serum or toenail, and bladder cancer. Amaral et al. [42] was selected as the most comprehensive MA. They found that the risk of bladder cancer was significantly lower among individuals with the highest selenium levels in the body (RR 0.61; 95 % CI 0.42-0.87; n = 7).
Selenium supplementation was studied in one MA by Vinceti et al. [43] . They meta-analysed two RCTs and found no statistically significant association (RR 1.14; 95 % CI 0.81-1.61; n = 2).
Antioxidant supplementation
One MA by Myung et al. [44] reported on multiple types of antioxidant supplementation together, studied in RCTs. They found that antioxidant supplementation significantly increased the risk of bladder cancer (RR 1.52; 95 % CI 1.06-2.17; I 2 = 0.0 %; n = 4).
Dietary acrylamide
The association between dietary acrylamide intake and bladder cancer was studied in one MA, authored by Pelucchi et al. [45] They reported no statistically significant association (RR 0.93; 95 % CI 0.78-1.11; n = 3).
Obesity
Two MAs [46, 47] reported on the association between body weight and bladder cancer. The MA by Sun et al. [46] was selected as most comprehensive. They found an increased risk of bladder cancer among obese individuals (BMI C 30; RR 1.10; 95 % CI 1.03-1.18; I 2 = 8.8 %; n = 12) but not among pre-obese individuals (BMI 25.00-29.99; RR 1.07; 95 % CI 0.99-1.16; I 2 = 46.1 %; n = 13).
Consumption of tobacco
Active smoking Eight MAs [10, 11, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] were identified on the effect of active smoking of tobacco on the risk of bladder cancer. With regard to cigarette smoking, Cumberbatch et al. [53] and Van Osch et al. [10] both included almost the same number of primary studies: n = 90 versus n = 89 respectively. Although theoretically this meant that the paper by Cumberbatch et al. would be most comprehensive, after discussion between the authors, the paper by Van Osch et al. was selected as most comprehensive as they reported dose-response analyses on duration, intensity, and time since cessation of smoking. Because smoking was already known to be the most important modifiable risk factor of bladder cancer, the dose-response variables were considered valuable additional information. It must be noted that calculated risks do not differ much between both MAs (Appendix 2).
Van Osch et al. [10] reported a significantly increased risk of more than 3 times in current smokers (RR 3.14; 95 % CI 2.53-3.75) and almost 2 times in former smokers (RR 1.83; 95 % CI 1.52-2.14). Their dose-response associations showed a positive trend with increasing intensity of smoking and number of pack years, reaching a plateau from about 15 cigarettes/day and 50 pack-years. Increasing duration since cessation of smoking resulted in a reducing risk, although former smokers remained at a 50 % increased risk even after more than 20 years of cessation.
Hemelt et al. [11] also reported on the risk among smokers of any type of tobacco. They found an increased incidence of bladder cancer among current smokers (RR 3.35; 95 % CI 2.90-3.88; n = 11) as well as among eversmokers (RR 2.25; 95 % CI 1.96-2.59; n = 15).
Two MAs [52, 53] additionally reported on the effect of pure cigar and pure pipe smoking. Pitard et al. [52] was considered most comprehensive and they reported a significantly increased risk of bladder cancer among both pipe smokers (RR 1.9; 95 % CI 1.2-3.1; n = 6) and cigar smokers (RR 2.3; 95 % CI 1.6-3.5; n = 6).
Passive smoking Van Hemelrijck et al. [54] reported on the association between passive smoking and bladder cancer. They found no statistically significant association in individuals exposed to passive smoking (RR 0.99; 95 % CI 0.86-1.14; I 2 = 35.6 %; n = 8) compared to neversmoking individuals with no exposure to passive smoking.
Smokeless tobacco Use of smokeless tobacco, including chewing tobacco, oral snuff, and unspecified smokeless tobacco, was studied in two MAs [53, 55] . Lee et al. [55] was considered most comprehensive. No statistically significant association was found with development of bladder cancer (RR 0.95; 95 % CI 0.71-1.29; n = 9).
Physical activity
Keimling et al. [56] wrote the only MA on the association between physical activity and bladder cancer. They found a statistically significant protective effect on the bladder cancer risk among individuals with the highest levels of physical activity (RR 0.86; 95 % CI 0.77-0.95; n = 7).
Personal hair dye use
Turati et al. [57] updated previous MAs [58] [59] [60] to investigate the association between personal use of hair dye and bladder cancer. They found no statistically significant increased risk among users of personal hair dye (smoking adjusted RR 0.94; 95 % CI 0.82-1.08; n = 12).
Occupational factors
Multiple MAs were identified on the association between occupational factors and bladder cancer. Most MAs reported on a single occupation or occupational group, or a single specific occupational exposure (Appendix 2). Moreover, four MAs [61] [62] [63] [64] reported on a large number of occupational categories. Cumberbatch et al. [61] and Reulen et al. [62] authored two large MAs on different occupations based on 217 and 130 different studies respectively, whereas Kogevinas et al. [63] and 't Mannetje et al. [64] both did a pooled analysis of eleven case-control studies conducted in European countries reporting results for men and women, respectively. The paper by Cumberbatch et al. was considered the most comprehensive for all identified occupations based on the number of studies included. They found the following occupations to have a statistically significant increased risk of more than 20 %: tobacco workers, dye workers, chimney sweeps, nurses, rubber workers, waiters, aluminium workers, hairdressers, printers, seamen, oil and petroleum workers, shoe and leather workers, and plumbers. Protective effects were found for farmers, gardeners, teachers, forestry workers, religious and legal workers, and economically inactive workers. Statistically significant associations reported by Cumberbatch et al. are listed in Table 1 . All other associations are summarized in Appendix 3 along with findings by Reulen et al. [62] , Kogevinas et al. [63] , and 't Mannetje et al. [64] .
Probability of causation
The estimates for probability of causation (POC), displayed in percentages, are presented in Table 1 . The percentages ranged from 9 to 68 % among the lifestyle factors, and between 4 and 42 % for the occupational exposures. The four highest POCs are found among the smoking estimates: 68 % of the bladder cancer incidence among cigarette smokers, 57 % among cigar smokers, 47 % among pipe smokers and 45 % among former cigarette smokers can be attributed to this habit.
A POC was calculated for four factors combined, which were considered sufficiently independent: total fruit and vegetable consumption, processed meat consumption, smoking, and physical activity. To avoid overlap, the only estimate included for smoking was for cigarette smoking as most smokers are (also) cigarette smokers (78.7 %) and only 4.5 % was found to be pure pipe and/or cigar smoker [52] . The combined POC showed that up to 81.8 % of the bladder cancer cases, among those with non-optimal lifestyle behaviours, could be prevented through lifestyle modifications.
Discussion
In total, 12 lifestyle factors and 48 occupational factors emerged that significantly increased or decreased the risk of bladder cancer. Such numerous modifiable risk factors present an opportunity and great potential for prevention. Below, the significantly associated risk factors will be discussed.
Smoking
The most important risk factor proved to be smoking, particularly the risk was highest for current smokers of cigarettes (RR 3.14), [10] but also for smokers of cigars only (RR 2.3) and pipes only (RR 1.9) [52] . An interesting finding was that a plateau was reached at about 15 cigarettes/day, meaning that heavier smoking does not carry a much higher risk than less heavy smoking [10] . Although the risk slowly decreased with longer cessation of cigarette smoking, the RR was still 50 % increased 20 years of cessation.
Characteristics of the tobacco smoked may influence this association. In previous studies, individuals smoking black tobacco had a higher risk compared to smokers of blond tobacco, due to the higher concentrations of carcinogens in black tobacco [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Also, inhalation of the tobacco smoke into the lungs and throat resulted in a higher risk compared to inhalation only into the mouth, [49, 65, [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] although not all evidence supports this [77] [78] [79] [80] .
Tobacco smoke contains numerous carcinogens that contribute to the initiation and promotion of tumour development. These chemicals are renally excreted, making it directly toxic to the human urinary bladder. During metabolisation of these compounds, DNA-adducts are formed, leading to permanent genetic mutations. If this occurs in an oncogene or tumour suppressor gene, it may result in uncontrolled growth and eventually cancer.
Genetic mutations, such as NAT2 slow acetylation and GSTM null genotypes, have previously been shown to be associated with increased susceptibility to cancer [3] . The enzymes for which the genes code play a role in the detoxification pathways of i.a. aromatic amines and PAHs. These mutations do not intrinsically cause bladder cancer but do increase susceptibility when exposed to tobacco smoke or other sources of exposure [81, 82] .
Dietary factors
Because the metabolites of many food groups are excreted by the urinary tract, dietary factors have often been suggested and researched as risk factors of bladder cancer [83] . Several different nutritional factors have been identified, showing both increased and decreased risks of bladder cancer.
Fruit, vegetables, and antioxidants
One key group of foods that was associated with a lower risk of bladder cancer were fruits and vegetables. Besides these groups as a whole, intake of both citrus fruit and cruciferous vegetables were researched. The effect is suggested to be due to the vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals that fruit and vegetables contain, which have antioxidant properties [84, 85] . Antioxidants may protect against cancer through inhibition of oxidation of DNA, controlling of cell proliferation and apoptosis [85] , and facilitation of metabolisation of carcinogenic compounds into less toxic substances, although the association may be dose-dependent [86] .
It should be noted that significant publication bias was found in the MA on overall and citrus fruit consumption [19] . Because small studies with negative results tend not to be published, the effect size found in the MAs on these risk factors may actually be attenuated.
The MAs included in our review that studied vitamins separately, came to supporting conclusions. For all but vitamin C, higher intakes were associated with a significantly reduced risk of bladder cancer, with effects on -39 % for selenium, -18 % for vitamin A and E, and -16 % for folate.
Vitamin A intake was found to be negatively associated with bladder cancer when data on dietary intake, supplementation, and blood levels were combined. However, when studied by intake source separately, the protective effect was only found for vitamin A supplementation but not for dietary intake [36] . Furthermore results on supplementation were not consistent as Jeon et al. [37] , found a significantly increased risk of bladder cancer of 52 % among participants taking supplementation in experimental studies. These conflicting results may be the result of a dose-dependent relationship, showing intake to be protective at low doses and harmful at high doses. Another explanation may be the different study design, in which the reduced risk found in observational studies may actually be the effect of an overall healthier lifestyle, as those individuals who choose to use nutritional supplementation tend to have a healthier lifestyle overall [87] , Vitamin A plays an important role in cell proliferation and differentiation [88] , and carotenoids can directly affect carcinogenesis through their antioxidant properties, or indirectly after transformation of provitamin A carotenoids into vitamin A [89, 90] .
Vitamin E consists of a group of lipid soluble molecules, including four tocopherols and four tocotrienols. Specifically c-tocopherol, d-tocopherol, and tocotrienols inhibit several inflammatory pathways, [91] which is important because chronic inflammation or chronic infection influences development and progression of cancer, [92] In addition, vitamin E is a potent lipid-soluble antioxidant, inhibiting lipid peroxidation and thereby protecting cell membranes from peroxidative damage [93] .
Although higher levels of selenium protected against bladder cancer, causation could not be confirmed through supplementation intervention [42] , The specific mechanism of action of selenium in carcinogenesis is not yet well understood. Several theories have been suggested, including selenoproteins serving as antioxidants and metabolites of selenium involved in redox cycling, modification of protein thiols, and methionine mimicry [94] .
However, despite these suggested protective properties of antioxidants, analysis of multiple types of antioxidant supplementation together, showed a 52 % increased risk of bladder cancer [44] . An explanation for this discrepancy may be that it is not one antioxidant alone that has cancerpreventative properties, but rather the interaction between multiple antioxidants and other phytochemicals, such as it occurs with consumption of a diet rich in fruit and vegetables.
Other nutrients and food groups
Because consumption of processed meat but not red meat was associated with bladder cancer, the effect may result from different forms of mechanical, chemical, and enzymatic treatment that processed meat has been exposed to. One hypothesis suggests that nitrite, which is used as a colour and flavour preservative in processed meat, combines with secondary amines from proteins to form nitrosamines that are found to be carcinogenic to, amongst other organs, the bladder [95] . Although red and processed meat are often studied in relation to disease development, particularly cancer, the exact mechanism of action is still unclear and is likely to be a combination of factors present in or associated with meat consumption [96, 97] .
The protective effect of folate, a vitamin predominantly found in vegetables, is suggested to be through its role in DNA synthesis, repair, and methylation [98] . In previous research, low levels of folate were associated with hypomethylation of DNA resulting in dysregulation of proto-oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes, and therefore an increased risk of cancer [99] . However, the association is not as straightforward as may be expected. Research suggests that timing and dose of folate plays an important role in its effect on cancer development [100] . Because folate plays a role in de-novo synthesis of nucleotides, it will support healthy tissue and prevent tumour development. However, once pre-neoplastic lesions have been established, it will also support these rapidly proliferating tissues resulting in rapid tumour progression.
In line with previous findings for colorectal cancer [101] and breast cancer, [102] higher serum vitamin D was found to be protective against bladder cancer. Calcitriol, the potent hormone produced in the body from vitamin D, plays a role in multiple stages of cancer development, through both genomic and non-genomic pathways [103] .
No association was found for dietary and supplemental intake of vitamin D, which may result from dietary intakes not adequately reflecting calcitriol available to the body as it is also endogenously formed in response to UV-light.
Previous reviews have also mentioned other dietary factors increasing the risk of bladder cancer, among which higher intake of soy, fat, barbecued meats, and artificial sweeteners [84, 104] . However, no MAs were identified on these factors so these factors have not been included in our overview.
Fluid intake and water contaminants
Whereas increased intake of fluids dilutes urine and increases micturition, leading to a reduced exposure of the bladder to carcinogens, it may also increase exposure when the fluid itself contains carcinogens [3] . For example, increased risk of bladder cancer was found with water chlorination [105, 106] and arsenic contamination [107, 108] . However, no significant association was found for either all fluid intake or water specifically [22] . Together, this is in line with the suggested dual effect of increased fluid intake on bladder cancer risk.
Physical activity
Physical activity was found to have a small but significant protective effect against bladder cancer. The effect found was not modified by BMI or smoking, as the authors explain in their MA [56] . Although the exact mechanism through which physical activity protects against cancer is not yet known, several mechanisms have been suggested acting on both tumour initiation and progression. These potential mechanisms include modification of carcinogen activity, and enhancement of antioxidant and DNA repair processes [109] .
Occupation and occupational exposure to chemicals
Occupational factors are considered the second most important risk factor for bladder cancer after smoking [3, 110] . Over the years, many carcinogens have been identified by the IARC as definitely (group 1) or probably carcinogenic (group 2a). Occupational exposure to these carcinogens has been largely controlled and workers are now exposed to weaker carcinogens. The results of the MA by Cumberbatch et al. [53] show multiple occupations or occupational exposures that are significantly associated with the risk of bladder cancer.
Particularly workers exposed to aromatic amines, PAH, tobacco and tobacco smoke, combustion products, and heavy metals are at an increased risk. However, these findings will not be further discussed and repeated here as the MA by Cumberbatch et al. [61] offers an interesting and elaborate discussion on the matter. They also attempted to study a change in occupational risk over time but were limited by heterogeneity and small sample sizes.
Interestingly, farmers, gardeners, teachers, and forestry workers were found to be at a significantly lower risk. Farmers have been studied numerous times with regard to disease risk and have been suggested to be at both an increased and decreased risk of bladder cancer. It is thought of as a risk factor due to the exposure to chemicals such as pesticides, viruses, and other exposures. Although an increased risk was found in association with exposure to some pesticides, the evidence is not conclusive [111] . Both the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) [112] and the IARC [113] did not find sufficient evidence to support carcinogenicity of pesticides. On the other hand, farmers, and possibly also gardeners and forestry workers, often have higher physical activity levels and fruit and vegetable consumption, as well as a lower prevalence of smoking [111] .
Finally, in addition to exposure to carcinogens on an occupational basis, an increased risk of bladder cancer in certain occupational groups may also be the result of fewer possibilities for micturition during working hours. This may apply to, for example, sales workers, professional drivers, or other occupations where bathroom visits are limited to break times.
Public health impact
The calculated POCs show that by adopting the right lifestyle, while considering harmful environmental and occupational exposures, a large proportion of the burden of bladder cancer could be prevented. Particularly for smoking the POC was high, highlighting that smoking cessation and prevention of smoking initiation should remain high on the agenda. In addition, a diet rich in fruit and vegetables, particularly citrus fruit and cruciferous vegetables, and low in processed meat should be stimulated. Particularly working conditions involving exposure to aromatic amines, PAHs, tobacco and tobacco smoke, combustion products, and heavy metals should be given priority to reduce exposure to these compounds.
Limitations
The quality of a MA is strongly determined by the quality of the primary studies included. Not all studies corrected for smoking status, which is the most important risk factor for bladder cancer. The effects of this may be large, leading to an under-or overestimation of the true effect size. To minimise the effect of confounding in our study, only the most adjusted estimates from each MA were selected. Selection of the most comprehensive publication was based on the largest number of primary studies included, rather than the largest sample size. The latter would have been more desirable as the power of a study depends on it, but this data was often unavailable in the publications and number of studies included had to be used as a proxy. Results of MMA could be affected by duplicate inclusion of primary studies, leading to inflated precision and homogeneity [114] . Therefore, we minimised duplicate inclusion and performed a MMA only if at least 50 % of the included primary studies were 'new' in subsequent MAs.
The main limitation with regard to the combined POC is assumption of independence of risk factors. It is well known that lifestyle behaviours tend to cluster, [115] indicating that the factors are unlikely to be fully independent. Therefore, the combined POC is likely to be an overestimation and should be considered a maximum. However, the POCs of each of the individual factors are substantial, indicating that each plays an important part in the risk.
In this study, estimates of bladder cancer incidence were given priority over estimates of prevalence or mortality. Although the majority of included studies specified the outcome measure that was included or provided stratified results, not all did (Table 1) . Because mortality and prevalence figures are greatly influenced by treatment success, this may have influence the estimates obtained.
Heterogeneity may always be an issue in MAs. Several of the studies included in the current review show moderate to high levels of heterogeneity. Whereas some identified study design, gender, or geographical region as possible source of heterogeneity [19, 22, 31] , others could not find an explanation [20] .
It should be noted that different classification criteria may be applied in studies to determine cases, including the TNM classification and stage grouping. Because any effect would be unlikely and small, this potential difference was not taken into consideration when selecting estimates.
This publication is a review of MAs. Additional risk factors for which no MA is available may prove to be of importance, but have not been included in this review. This study will help to identify gaps in knowledge with regard to MAs available.
It was our responsibility to give an objective and complete overview of the literature available. By using a protocol, including only MAs and by dealing appropriately with unexpected issues, we believe to have provided an overview of the risk factors associated with bladder cancer with high levels of objectivity and reliability.
In conclusion, the burden of bladder cancer could be significantly reduced through modification of lifestyle, environment, and occupational exposures. In fact, having numerous modifiable risk factors, among which multiple with a substantial RR, makes bladder cancer one of the most preventable diseases. Although substantial risks were found for, for example, smoking, some identified risk factors 'only' led to an increase or decrease of 10-15 %. This could be considered a minor effect, but reducing prevalence of a number of smaller risk factors together, could still result in significant overall risk reductions in the general population. Theoretically the included risk factors are, at least partially, modifiable. However, actually changing them is not always easily achieved, neither for one individual, let alone on a population level. Therefore, it is important that preventative and protective strategies pay attention to behaviour change in order to capture the greatest potential of risk reduction. When change is achieved, impact will not remain restricted to an improvement in the incidence of bladder cancer, as most of the included risk factors also play a role the risk of multiple other chronic diseases such as cancer or cardiovascular diseases, [116] [117] [118] and deaths [119] . Since relapse of bladder cancer is common, future research may also elucidate whether the same risk factors play a role in prevention of bladder cancer relapse as they do in incidence.
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